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Abstract 

In this submission, I will introduce my graduation piece “The only object they could retrieve 

from Earth’s lost civilization”, an interactive sound installation presented in Dynjandi hall 

(Skipholt 31) on May the 17th 2022. In doing so I will first introduce the appearance and 

scope of the piece, then list few previous projects that paved the way for this one. After that, I 

will present some inspirations and concepts that led me to imagine this installation, to 

underline specific aesthetic choices made while building it. Lastly, I will propose some 

technical notes about the piece of code used for making music and I will conclude with some 

additional reflections and future developments. 

Introduction 

“The only object they could retrieve from Earth’s lost civilization” (from now on The Only 
Object) is a multimedia interactive installation, if I can call it such, that I realised with the 
help of many people. Its design is mainly built around a participatory sonification of 
distance and light values, measured in real time via sensors placed on the body of a 
sculpture (here called also object, artefact). The piece is meant to attract an audience 
towards the centre of a dark, wide room, where the object levitates over a dark pedestal, 
sustained by invisible strings. The sensors on the sculpture constantly monitor the presence 
and distance of people in the room. Each movement is sonified in real time, as each sensor 
inputs are translated into “sonically relevant” parameters. 

The piece is not entirely an instrument, nor a composition, nor a performance. Instead, it 
exists in the overlapping of these territories and extends to other media as well, including 
time and space. The installation requires an entire room, at least 5x5 meters wide, and 
preferably to be kept on for long times, in order for it to make sense to an audience. What I 
tried to do was embed some kind of implicit sonic language within a larger frame, where 
elements are encased within each other in a way to hide the exact mechanism of the nature 
of the interaction. In other words, I guess I attempted to build a language (or a space where 
a language can emerge) between a non-human system and human individuals, generating a 
variety of outputs without however resulting just in randomness. I wanted to build a self-
sustaining system where only genuine engagement from the audience can produce coherent 
results (or predictable, to some measure): in order to achieve such state, which recurs often 
as presence in the narrative of The Only Object, audiences have to spend time to start to 
recognize patterns, and their own action’s causality on them. Hence, in a way the system 
needs the audience to even exist (only the detection of movement activates the sound 
generation process, see below), but perhaps arrogantly, the audience needs The Only 
Object to practice the idea of presence. 
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Previous projects 

I thought about a piece that would involve some kind of sonification since last year. My 
initial utopia was a system to sonify weather data in real time, using a portable and out-the-
box weather station to produce a mobile sound sculpture of some kind. I practiced with the 
sonification framework for a while, throughout most of the last 2 years. The idea of 
translating masses of data (in real-time or not) in sound is fascinating: it implies that some 
kind of information emerging from the data sets has to find meaningful relationships with 
sonic information (acoustic properties of sound, but also meta-properties peculiar of the 
musical language). In order to create those meaningful relationships, I believe one should 
start by questioning the nature of meaning in an auditory perspective. I made a few 
attempts in that direction. 

Veðurhornið (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3oXS7LfJ2I )was a performance 
realized with Jóhannes Stéfansson and Atli Sigurðson, using a node.js piece of code to 
retrieve hourly weather data from vedur.is for five icelandic localities, and turn it into an 
extended score for French horn in Max/MSP; moreover, we streamed it live on Facebook 
and invited people to react to the video to affect the score generation in real time. 
Veðurgítarar is an ongoing project that I’ve been working on in the past two years, after 
Veðurhornið. I used the same node.js script I made at the time to retrieve data from three 
localities, and sonify them using one kind of synth for each locality. I’ve often 
experimented during the last year with streaming the sonification (happening in real time) 
for 24 or 48 consecutive hours. The difficulty for this project is still to find meaningful 
relationships between weather data and sonic parameters. For Veðurgítarar v.0.5 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr4iij3tnBw&t=1s) I used an arbitrary scheme, 
assigning a different synth to each of the three localities (additive poly-synth to Reykjavík, 
monophonic bass synth to Höfn, filtered noise to Raufarhöfn) and then wind speed to 
music scale, air temperature to fundamental note, air pressure to form and distribution of 
chords, humidity to amplitudes of each note and for each city. Results this way were quite 
interesting; of course, poor interaction and scarse documentation didn’t help make this a 
big hit. However, what I found from this project so far is that there is no inherently 
meaningful relationship between datasets and sound, but is the perception of associations 
between these elements to make us create meaning. I guess none of this is entirely new on 
earth, but the point is that possibly any number of inputs squeezed into a reduced number 
of outputs can produce a similar effect – the illusion of meaning. 
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Context and inspirations 

While I thought of this, I also clashed with the extreme gatekeeping scientific mentality 
dominating sonification, which often sees it as a mean to extrapolate hidden information 
from datasets. I was more interested into producing genuine, profound experiences of 
pattern-recognition, in a process where an audience hearing any apparently randomised 
sound can slowly start to recognize recurrent structures, similarities, differences, in a sort 
of sound ritual practiced by experiencing the presence. “Ritual” is another word that 
emerges often in The Only Object, since few months ago I stumbled upon a very 
interesting and extremely inspiring book, The disappearance of rituals by Byung-Chul 
Han. In this book, the Korean philosopher proposes a wide, but extremely focused 
perspective on the way human communities (and individuals) are profoundly bound to the 
experience of rituals. In particular, he proposes a strong dichotomy between signifier and 
signified as elements characterizing ritual practices: the former being the envelope of 
meaning, its shell, hidden place, and the latter being the actual reality, the mechanical and 
physical nature of things, their explanation, not to be displayed nor looked for. A point that 
resonated with me a lot in this book was acknowledging how contemporary urban societies 
aim for transparency, for omnidirectional access to information, moving too rapidly to 
stick to anything: in doing so, they rapidly detached from rituals, seen as communities 
without communication (as opposed to communication without community of present 
times). While mentioning the arts, Han also says that the pursuit of transparency essentially 
kills them. As I saw a conflicting environment (sonification) showing all the signs for a 
need of a “refresh”, I started to think of ways to include all together in that system I was 
still vaguely thinking of. 

Another book that has inspired me quite a lot was The Machine stops by E.M.Forster: in 
this novel, a future humankind has become completely dependent on the Machine, which 
none of them knows how it operates anymore. The Machine keeps them literally alive and, 
when it starts to fail and no one is capable or caring to fix it, what is left of humanity goes 
down with it. 

These themes reconnected me to some of my fears and interests – post-humanism, our 
relationship with technology, our relationship with time. 

At the beginning of this semester, I started to experiment with sensors and sensor boards: 
initially building an Arduino controller to sonify weather data (not in real-time) with a 
distance sensor and joystick, then abandoning the weather data entirely and moving to 
sensor-based programming on the Bela sensor board. Bela allowed me to finally go 
entirely out-the-box, implement the possibility to run Pure Data/Supercollider/C++ codes 
directly on it, without any need for a computer. This initial experimental setup led to The 
Only Object. 
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I started to think about the future of humanity, how would our species look today to some 
intelligence visiting from another planet, how different will “we” be in dozens of 
thousands of years from now, and where would “we” live then. I thought a lot of Asimov’s 
“Trilogy of Foundation”: I think he’s amongst the few that has dared to imagine humans 
30 thousand years from now, inhabiting all the galaxy, having lost all contact with their 
original planet. This point in particular stuck with me: how will we remember our exact 
source location, if and when we’ll live across the entire galaxy? Will we forget of Earth 
like Asimov imagined?  

 

Aesthetic choices 

All these inspirations (and more) converged in the narrative of The Only Object. The 
installation is composed by the following main elements: 

• a room, as dark as possible. 

• a sculpture, hooked to invisible nylon strings, floats above a dark pedestal at the centre of 
the room. The sculpture is entirely composed by recycled/scrap materials (PCB, plastic, 
etc.), and six sensors are encased to its surface; 

• six sensors (three measuring distance from them, two measuring light intensity on them 
and one detecting presence/absence of movements around it) communicate with a sensor 
board, Bela, placed inside the sculpture and hardly visible from outside; 

• a Pure Data patch, also running on Bela, associates sensor data to music parameters and 
produces a generative stream of sound (see below) sent to a pair of speakers; 

• speakers, hidden behind black curtains on opposite sides of the room, reproduce the 
sound from Pure Data in real time; 

• two light sources, directly pointed at light sensors on the sculpture, for clear sensor 
readings; 

• additional text materials, including the piece’s narrative 

I present this piece partially like a novel, where this object is found as an archaeological 
discovery. The fact that analysis show that the object is 25-30 thousand years old clashes 
with the fact that there’s clearly a circuit and modern-day materials involved in it. My 
“contribution” into trying to hack the object reveals only a cryptic text from what seems to 
be a future civilization from another planet: 
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After displaying this message, the object activated and started to produce interactive sound. 

No further information is provided to the audience, until they leave the room: on a 
pamphlet offered at the exit of the installation room, the audience can read a prospect 
written by a future civilization of “mycelia”, evolved from those humans who thousands of 
years before had abandoned a polluted and radioactive Earth. When these mycelia 
managed to travel back to Earth, they could only retrieve a single artefact that they can 
surely consider human: the sculpture, at the physical and conceptual centre of The Only 
Object. As they don’t have an individual body and personality anymore, living outside of 
time and space, they don’t understand what the object is for. With this fiction, I try to 
stimulate audiences in engaging with the object, and even collaborating to try to get a hold 
on it. For it to function, all sensors have to be excited, otherwise sound results are not 
particularly interesting nor coherent. The sound piece is composed in space, rather than in 
time: the execution of meta-structures happens by occupying position in the space around 
the object, and timing events are also relative to this. To create the idea of timelessness, of 
presence, I suspended the composition in a participatory system that can only function as a 
network of elements cooperating with each other. At the same time, the aspect of the 
sculpture wants to display both a simulacrum of adoration rituals, but also a warning to our 
species by implying: this is what will be physically remain of our culture and technology, 
when we won’t live here anymore – our trash, our waste. 

The sound generation in Pure Data happens via a rather simple mechanism, with plenty of 
variations available and more to be explored in the future. 

Sound sources are two FM synths sharing a similar engine, one controlled by MIDI notes 
trigger and the other by metronome-based triggers. This allowed a certain flexibility on the 
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sound design, while also implementing quantization of pitches and note events. Even 
though MIDI messages contain individual notes, the synths are polyphonic and vertical 
harmonies can be generated. This property will probably be edited soon. 

 

Technical notes 

 

The Pure Data patch (not accessible from Bela, only editable on computer) is structured as 
follow: 

 

• “initialize sensors” routes inputs and outputs of the sensor board, and adjusts relative 
settings. Set up once, it runs automatically when Bela is powered up. 
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The radar sensor, detecting movements as alternate binary states, triggers music phrases 
and turns the system off is no one is around or no movement is detected. 

• “spatial representation” simulates the distribution of sensors on the sculpture as seen from 
above (letters are distance sensors, numbers are light resistors). This section was a visual 
help to get oriented while assigning sensors’ values to music parameters.  

• “sensors combinations” provides additional controls on music parameters by summing 
and processing individual sensors values, artificially increasing the amount of music 
dimensions accessible by a limited number of sensors. In particular, “tempoFigures” uses 
the sum values from all distance sensors to formulate time durations for MIDI note events. 

• “pitch unit” and “synth parameters” refer to one of the two FM synths used. In particular, 
the former contains a sequencer using four parameters from “spatial representation” and 
“sensors combination” to build streams of notes each time movement is detected; this 
section is not controlled in real time as it needs to “listen” to distance variations to 
formulate a sequence of notes. The latter “synth parameters”, controlling all synth 
parameters except triggering MIDI note events, allows real time control. This property is 
used to modulate in real time amplitude envelopes, filter parameters, 
harmonicity/modulation index and volume. In other words, once a sequence is generated, 
timbrical properties of this synth can be modulated by interacting with the sensors on the 
sculpture. 

• “drum parameters” uses sensor data to modulate drum patterns, on a 16-step bar template. 
Drum sounds are mostly hard-coded as presets for one of the synths. 

• “synth engine” and “drum engine” are the two FM synths at the bottom of the chain. 
Synth engine is used as bass, pad, string-like instrument, etc. Drum engine produces 
mostly four kinds of percussions as described above. 

• finally, “mixer + FX” adds reverb to the signals and sends them to Bela’s stereo output, 
to the speakers. 

 

Reflections and possible developments 

This system has proven to work quite well for this piece, but it definitely requires some 
refinements. Firstly, sensor accuracy should increase – perhaps by mean of different kinds 
of sensors. Smoother readings provide a more human, natural feeling to the transitions 
between states; moreover, interferences increase the “noisiness” of signals making harder 
for the audience to perceive the relationship between their actions and changes on the 
soundscape. 
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Secondly, musical structures are sometimes too raw, uncut. Exploring further possibilities 
of associations sensor/sound feature have to be considered: sometimes arbitrary choices 
can be functional, but not optimal. A wider testing could have pointed at functional 
associations between sound properties, increasing the overall aesthetic grip of the piece. 

Lastly, since this was my first attempt to create a piece involving the audience and the 
space in this way, the influence of these two elements on the final outcome was necessarily 
underestimated. For the future, I might have to remember to plan according to these 
elements since the start, rather than filling in the gaps later on the development of a piece. 

 

 


